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The second QLab Sprint was our
attempt to reflect on the following
challenge: how might we contribute
to the sustainability of construction
projects through agile ways of
working? We are so grateful for
the massive support from our
interviewees, our client Arved
Weidemueller from borisgloger
consulting GmbH, and our QLab
mentors.

How might we contribute
to the SUSTAINABILITY
of
construction projects
through AGILE ways of
working?
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DESIGN THINKING APPROACH
Design Thinking is an iterative approach (see image 01), in which we Define and
Explore the problem to later, Synthesize, Ideate and Prototype. In the Ideation
Phase, we create Personas based on interviews with possible construction project
stakeholders and surveys to planners, construction companies, and policymakers. In
the Prototyping phase, we developed storytelling of the best-case scenario in response
to the main challenges we came across during our research phase and some tools to
create awareness and start connecting with like-minded people! This helped us to
build empathy with the Personas and gain a broader perspective.
We will present to you our personas and the ideal construction project scenario later
on!
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Image 01. Design Thinking Diamond Methodology

DEFINE
What problem
are we
solving?
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EXPLORE
New view, new
perspectives

SYNTHESIZE

IDEATE

Consolidate,
prioritize
ideas

Brainstorm
possible
mitigationg
approaches

GUAGE &
REFINE
Select
effective
and feasible
approaches

NOW DO IT!
Identify
specific
stakeholders
and timelines
for execution

But first let’s immerse ourselves in the explore phase...
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EXPLORING AND UNDERSTANDING
What does sustainability and agile ways of working means?
Sustainability is a broad concept that refers to a building’s overall ability to provide
a comfortable, healthy, and productive environment over the long term without
negatively impacting the environment. Sustainable buildings aren’t just about the
environment but consider all three pillars of sustainability: planet, people, and profit.
How can a building be built and used considerably for the future of people, earth,
and businesses? Sustainable construction means using renewable and recyclable
materials when building new structures and reducing energy consumption and waste.
The primary goal of sustainable construction is to reduce the industry’s impact on the
environment. Sustainable construction doesn’t end when the building is complete;
the building itself should have a reduced impact on the environment over its lifespan.

Building Construction Industry accounts to:

38%
10-15%
Data source : IotaComm & British-Assessment-Bureau insights
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CO2
emissions

of the materials that
go into a building
construction process ends
up becoming waste

Sustainable construction
The World Green Building Council (World GBC) has issued a bold new vision for
how buildings and infrastructure worldwide can reach 40% less embodied carbon
emissions by 2030 and achieve 100% net zero emissions buildings by 2050.

Green buildings use 25% less energy
and 11% less water in comparison with
the ordinary commercial building.

Green buildings command a 7%
increase in value compared with
traditional buildings.
Data source: UNEP-2020 GLOBAL STATUS REPORT FOR BUILDINGS AND CONSTRUCTION
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Green Buildings
Lisa Pischke - Climate Protection Manager
Green building expands and complements the building design concerns of economy,
utility, durability, and comfort.A green building uses less water, optimizes energy
efficiency, conserves natural resources, generates less waste, and provides healthier
spaces for occupants than a conventional building.

Fundamental principles
•
•
•
•
•
•

Structure design efficiency.
Energy efficiency. 
Water efficiency.
Materials efficiency. 
Comfort and well-being.
Waste and toxic reduction.

Architects4future

Together for a transition towards sustainable building practices
Luisa Ropelato - Architect
The building sector corresponds to 40% of CO2
emissions. From this, 10% corresponds to construction
and 30% to the operations of the buildings. The land
consumptions are of 56 ha/day, producing more than
50% of waste!

How to reduce emissions from construction?
• Repurpose / convert vacant buildings!
• Densification & building up!
• > 980,000 dwellings on non-residential building
in urban areas.
• Use buildings creatively & sufficiently!
• Energy efficient retrofits!
• Nourish building culture!
• Preserve & enable diversity!
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What does green
buildings mean?
Green is a concept solely focused on the
environment and refers to the individual
practices and processes that make up the
incremental steps toward environmental
sustainability. A ‘green’ building is a building
that, in its design, construction or operation,
reduces or eliminates negative impacts and
can create positive impacts on our climate and
natural environment. Green buildings preserve
precious natural resources and improve our
quality of life.

Data source : www.worldgbc.org/
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Efforts need to be made to make construction less damaging to the environment.
Connect and collaborate with companies that will help to achieve sustainability!!

Some features of green building

Energy Efficiency

Drinking and Waste
Water Efficiency and
Management

Minimising waste and
maximising reuse

Preserving Environment
Restoring Biodiversity

Engaging Local
Communities In
Planning

An energy-efficient building is becoming more and more
vital as energy emerges as a critical economic issue due
to the high demand for energy and unsustainable energy
supplies.

According to the EPA, “water efficiency is the smart use of
our water resources through water-saving technologies
and simple steps we can all take around the house. Using
water efficiently will help ensure reliable water supplies
today and for future generations.”
Sustainable building means using and introducing
available resources consciously, minimizing energy
consumption, and preserving the environment.

The built environment has a significant influence on
the diversity of the ecosystems (ecological communities,
habitats, and landscapes), the variety of the species, and
their genetic diversity. We want to encourage positive steps
towards creating, maintaining, and increasing biodiversity
both on buildings themselves and in their environs.

Effective community engagement must be built on a sense
of trust between the company and the community members,
and engagement should be developed.

Data source : www.dgnb-system.de / www.usgbc.org
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dena German Energy Agency
dena is Germany’s centre of expertise for energy
efficiency, renewable energy sources and intelligent
energy systems. https://www.dena.de/en/home/
JUNG Company
https://www.jung.de/en/580/solutions/

HUBER Solutions
As a leading wastewater equipment manufacturer,
HUBER has launched a specialist team to provide
water and waste water solutions for Green Buildings.
https://www.huber.de/solutions/green-buildings.
html
C2C Expolab
C2C ExpoLAB supports projects with big aspirations
in the field of circularity and sustainability.
http://www.c2cexpolab.eu/en/home/
Zech-Umwelt
Their range of services extends from land recycling
and water treatment to emission avoidance and
material flow management to landfill construction
and operation as well as earthworks and hydraulic
engineering.
https://www.zech-umwelt.com/start
Living Roofs
Livingroofs Enterprises Ltd is an organisation to
promote, advise upon and seek research into green
roofs and similar structures within the context of
urban and rural regeneration.
https://livingroofs.org/
Play Disrupt
The practice is built through years of making
interactive performance, play interventions and
embedded community engagement.
https://playdisrupt.com/about/

Icon’s source: vectorstock.com
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According to Architects4future, a transition in construction is vital for transitioning
towards renewable energy & circular materials.

Policies for
transitioning

•
•
•
•
•
•

GEG to consider embodied energy.
Building regulations favoring refurbishments.
Simplify questions of warranty.
Permission required for demolition.
Prerequisite for building permission: end of life plan.
Tighten act on circular economy.

Economic measures
for transitioning

•
•
•
•
•
•

Digitalisation & data transparency.
CO2 tax.
Tighten measures of circular economy act.
Subsidies for sustainability!
Minimize transport.
Limit speculation in real estate.

Education for
transitioning

Society for
transitioning

Data source: architects4future.de
Icon’s source: thenounproject.com
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• Spread knowledge and change image.
• Sustainable construction on the curriculum.
• Consulting municipalities and home owners
alike.
• Train more skilled workers.
• Mandatory off-the-job training.
• Strengthen interdisciplinarity.

•
•
•
•

Involve citizens.
Change in the mindset.
Improve stakeholders communication.
Involve clients in the process.

Green Building Certifications
Green building certification systems are rating systems and tools used to evaluate a
building or a construction project’s performance from an efficiency and environmental
perspective. These ratings aim to improve the overall quality of buildings and
infrastructures, integrate a life cycle approach in its design and construction, and
promote the construction industry’s fulfillment of the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals. [Source: state-of-sustainability-in-the-built-environment].
Buildings assessed and deemed to meet a certain level of performance and quality
receive a certificate for proving their achievement. Green building certification
displays the company’s focus on sustainability to prospective tenants and investors.
Our research highlighted that the companies who invest in sustainability earlier on
tend to be more efficient and have a high level of satisfaction later on. Overall they
vote for the efficiency of green buildings thanks to the interior usage of energy, low
maintenance required, and overall CO2 emitted. Several studies show that people who
work in LEED-certified buildings reported being more satisfied with their job within
the building, and most important, healthier!
Some of the available certifications are: LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design), Energy Star, BREEAM, DGNB (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Nachhaltiges
Bauen), Green Globes, Living Building Challenge, National Green Building Standard,
GreenGuard, WELL Building Standard, NABERS, Green Star, CASBEE. We discovered
that there are already several tools options that can guide and facilitate this goal
towards green buildings.

This is a service for planners, architects, construction companies, and builders. It helps
to find suitable products and document entire construction projects with the highest
sustainability standards. Also, in certification projects according to DGNB, LEED,
BREEAM, WELL, and more.

This tool was launched to help buildings reach a LEED Certification. The Arc platform
rewards projects for real-world performance and accelerates market transformation
by providing people and projects with the tools to achieve high levels of sustainability
performance.
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Cradle to cradle
Cradle to Cradle is a concept or a methodology that companies follow; it encourages
them to use their resources efficiently in a cyclical way. This helps in reducing waste
production.
How to be Cradle to cradle certified?
Cradle to Cradle Certified® Assessment Categories
Each certification level represents increasingly
rigorous achievement across five critical performance
categories: Material Health, Material Reutilization,
Renewable Energy, and Carbon Management, Water
Stewardship, and Social Fairness.

Cradle to cradle is a platform that
offers help to build a community of
professionals inspired to contribute
to a circular economy by applying
the C2C principles in development
projects and business practices.
Tools for circularity in buildings
“Building Circularity Passport®” serves
as a planning and documentation
tool, for enabling the circulation
of a building in collaboration with
architects, all planning disciplines as
well as the construction firms.

Provides a platform for the registration, organisation,
documentation, storage and exchange of data regarding any
materials, components and products used by the construction
industry at such a high level of detail that the materials
consumed in the economy can remain available to future
generations, through circularity and the circular economy.
16

Best practice examples
Venlo City Hall - C2C inspired

Starting point: Select a team with the same vision.
Design process: Integral and multidisciplinary design process, all the
stakeholders involved, market consultation.
Main focuses:
• Enhance air and climate quality.
• Integrate renewable energy.
• Define material and their intended pathway.
• Enhance water quality.
Lessons learned:
• A good start is essential.
• Select the perfect team with the same mindset.
• Embed the circular model into a policy.
• Courage and vision on the political and organizational level.

Image 02. Venlo City Hall
Data source: http://www.c2c-centre.com/sites/default/files/Case%20Study%20City%20Hall%20Venlo_Final_1.pdf
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NEST Building

Starting point: Speeding up innovation.
Design process: At NEST, new technologies and construction concepts are
tested, refined and demonstrated under real-world conditions.
Main focuses:
• Modular research and innovation building.
• Integrate renewable energy.
• Real, risk-free environment.
• Promotion of partnerships.
Lessons learned:
• More focus on the users would drastically improve current conditions.
• An ecosystem could be created that integrates users and academia.
• Circular economy, reusing materials.
• Research and industry together.
• Money is one of the biggest challenges. Help players in the market!
• If the demand does not change, nothing does.

Image 03. NEST Building
Data source: https://www.empa.ch/web/nest/aboutnest
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Überseeinsel Bremen

Starting point: Reducing CO2!
Design process: citizen involvement, connecting the dots between what is
already there, and how principles of circular economy can be applied.
Main focuses:
• Simulate energy concepts.
• Sustainable agriculture.
• Re-using old infrastructure.
• Citizens involvement.
Lessons learned:
High taxation on solar and wind energy, especially for small and mediumsized enterprises.
• Regulatory issues are a big challenge.

Image 04. Überseeinsel
Data source: https://www.ueberseeinsel.de/
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Other best practice examples
Sustainability and agile ways of working

Centre for Interactive Research on
Sustainability. Canada

Michigan State University
Vista at Shaw Hall

Image 05

Le Nuage in Montpellier

Craig House Edinburgh,
Scotland

Image 07
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Image 06

Image 08

“I didn’t ask the
architect how
the design will
look, but: What is
your vision?”
Michel Weijers
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Agile ways of working in the construction industry
Traditional linear process followed by construction industry
To understand how is the general process that a construction project might follow, we
organized each phase in the diagram below. Therefore, we started to investigate and go
into a deep understanding of how the lean construction methodologies are introduced
and used, but mostly, which are the biggest challenges in comparison to the standard
process.

Stakeholders
involved:
Project
Manager

Owner Company
(Public/Private)

Stakeholders
involved:
Construction
surveyors, Owner,
Project Manager

Market/ Demand
research +
Understanding the
site

Stakeholders
involved:
Urban Planner /
Architect

Feasibility Study +
concept planning

Stakeholders
involved:
Structural engineer,
Mechanical
ventilation engineer,
Lighting consultants,
Architects, 3d
Visualiser, Technical
system planner

Design
+ Engineering

aka Preplanning

Looking for
investors and
proﬁtability/value

Handles the day-today management of
all aspects of the
project- link between
the owner and other
stakeholder
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Gathering
information about
the users,
competitors,
markets, trends, and
related information

It helps to deﬁne the
scope & objective of
the project

Helps to evaluate the
viability of a
construction project

Helps the owner to
estimate return on
investment

This phase involves
ﬁnalizing the design
and specifying items
such as materials,
window and door
locations and
general structural
details

Stakeholders
involved:
Contractor--> Sub
contractor-->
Supplier.

Stakeholders
involved:
Construction
manager/
Contractor--> Sub
contractor-->
Supplier.
design architect &
engineer monitor
the process + PM

Stakeholders
involved: Owner,
as per the program
of the building users
(residents,
employee, students,
etc)

Stakeholders
involved: Owner,
O&M Team

Procurement
(Tender stage)

Construction Stage

Handover- Start
occupancy

Operation &
Maintenance

Implementation
Planning

Acquire bids for
equipment,
materials, and
construction
services, technically
and commercially
evaluate those bids,
and issue purchase
orders and negotiate
construction
contracts.

Phase where project
is executed

At the end of the
project, it is handed
over for occupancy
and maintenance.
The process involves
the client formally
accepting the asset,
the work area, and
relevant information
from the contractor.
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Lean construction
Goal:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Decreasing value, time, effort, and a waste of materials.
Identify Value from the Customer’s point of view.
Eliminate waste of construction.
Flow of work processes.
Pull Planning and Scheduling.
Continuous Improvement.

Tools / Methods:
•
•
•
•
•

Last Planner System.
Integrated Project Delivery.
Building Information Modeling.
5s.
Kaizen Events.

Lean as a mindset:
• Respect people.
• Deliver value.
• Create flow.
• Remove waste.
Is about empowering people and teams as a collaborative problem solvers. Owners,
designers, builders, end users are actively engaged and included, working together in
a big room.
PLAN
Milestone and
Phase plan

6-week preview

DO

Overall process
analysis

Lean construction
process

Risk matrix

Key figures table

CHECK
Data source: https://leanconstructionblog.com/
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ACT

Action plan

Lean construction barriers and facilitators
Barriers:
• Lack of commitment and communication lead to the disruption and
ineffectiveness of the delivery and coordination system.
• The lengthy implementation period of LC is can sometimes not feasible at the
beginning.
• The complexity of Lean concepts: Lean construction has not yet been
understood well by construction firms and there still needs to develop a
common understanding of concepts.
• Market conditions: Fluctuations in market conditions have the potential to
negatively impact firms in terms of achieving best practices in Lean resulting in
lower customer satisfaction.
• Financial issue: Adequate funding is needed to motivate the workforce, change
processes, provide relevant equipment/material, train people and employ Lean
specialists/consultants.
Facilitators:
• Introducing a bottom-up approach, health and safety will facilitate the
construction company in managing and assuring their health and safety risks,
dealing with qualities and strategies, thus improving their performance.
• Incentive mechanisms: Lean construction is developing new forms of
commercial contracts to give incentives to suppliers for reliable workflow and
optimization at the deliverable-to-the-client level.
• Green and lean create high-performance processes for high-performance
building, higher prices but not only the design is better, but the performance is
also better too, as it reduces excessive and non-valuable features.
• Role of certification of sustainability LEED, BREEAM, DGNB.
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IPD (Integrated Project Delivery) and Last Planner System

Image 09. A Simple Framework for Putting Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) Into Action

• Rethinking is needed in the current construction process, away from fragmentation
and towards a collaborative and cooperative work process.
• Common goals for the good of the project as a whole. Risks are to be shouldered
equally, while profits are to be shared among all parties.
• IPD is not just a project delivery method but a fundamental cultural change.
• Use of BIM (building information modeling) is also a prerequisite for IPD: all
participants have all the information.
• In classic planning and construction processes, after the question of WHAT is
planned, the question of HOW is answered, and only after the submission is it
known WHO will realize the projected work.
• With IPD, the client selects key parties at the beginning of the project. The key
parties consist of the Owner, the architect’s office, and the general contractor;
selection should not be made with a classic focus on price!
• Mutual trust and communication are key!
• Key parties agree on a multi-party agreement at the beginning of the project,
sharing risks and successes.
• IPD is especially suitable for long and complex projects such as hospital construction
projects.
• The decision ultimately stands and falls with the Owner, who must have the
necessary incentives and a certain willingness to take risks.
• The smaller the company and the construction project, the higher the risks
involved!
• Is not enough for architects to focus only on the design and functional planning
• of buildings. They have a duty to society and the environment, and this can be
successfully realized through IPD.
• Life cycle costs are crucial.
• Advantages: A better image, a higher property value, and a minimization of risks in
the utilization and through lower tenant turnover and high comfort for the users.
Sustainability in architecture begins with the first conversation! Which would be the
added VALUE??
Data source: IPD: Integrierte Projektabwicklung und ihre Vorteile
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Agile and Scrum

Image 10. Agile and Scrum
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Stakeholders
For a deeper understanding of the fundamental challenges that the different
stakeholders face, we carried out a series of interviews (held in English) that allowed
us to understand what is happening and which are the similar issues between the
different stakeholders involved in the construction industry.

Owner

Planner

IPD

Contractor
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Some other stakeholders...

Management Consulting

Engineer

Architect

University Professor
Lean Trainner

Climate Protection Manager

City Council

Users

Housing residents (users)

Office worker (user)
Image 11. All stakeholders
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“It is not
about cost,
it is about
value.”
Reto Largo
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SYNTHETIZING THE FINDINGS
Main insights
Value
Value

Value to whom?

What is value?

• Buyer decides what is
most valuable.
• Delivery team deliver
the best value to the
client.

• INTERNAL VALUES:
delivery team.
• EXTERNAL VALUES:
client/customer
values: Process value
(soft and hard values),
Product value.

Definition
• Productivity (P) =
Value (V)/Resources
(R)
• Individual but
changes over time.

But how?...
7 C’s. Value based building process
Value delivery

Value design
Learning

Customer
Contact
needs

Concept

Contract Construction Control Consume

Experience

The client thinks about the project’s needs: the organization can be mapped with the
contractual framework represented as time and cost budgets. There is contact with
the delivery system (stakeholders and competencies should be present!). The client
needs are specified in a basic value document. The conceptual design reflects the
needs (Walt Disney workshop method). Production workshops are executed focusing
on waste reduction with designers, contractors, and sub-contractors. The project is
finalized when the product fulfills the client value specification. Facility management
or operational activities give the knowledge and input to the experience loop.
Data source: Emmitt, S. E., Sander, D. S., & Christoffersen, A. C. (2005). THE VALUE UNIVERSE: DEFINING a VALUE BASED
APPROACH TO LEAN CONSTRUCTION. Semantic Scholar. Published. https://iglcstorage.blob.core.windows.net/papers/
attachment-d9e76cc3-8e3a-4f64-80f4-0bd3cfb93263.pdf
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Real challenge

4M Square

M

INDSET
ONEY
INISTRIES
ASTERY

Mindset
• Embracing lean leadership will require a change of mindset amongst the
stakeholders.
• For effective collaboration, team members should equally be passionate about
the vision.
• Changing mindset will increase demand amongst the users for sustainable ways.
Money
• Money is one big reason to not try innovative ways.
• “Instead of money, sustainability, technology and innovation should rule the
world of real estate.” Paul Dudda.
Ministries
• National-level legislation applies to both big cities and small municipalities,
while they have entirely different needs.
• “City should make a policy - you have to make performance criteria.” Dusty
Gedge.
• “There are taxes that need to be paid for self-consuming and self-generating
of electricity. Around 50% of electricity cost is due to taxes and surcharges. Big
companies have benefits; smaller ones need to pay.” Tobias Werner.
Mastery
• Widespread informed knowledge about the possibilities, processes, and
characteristics of agile methods in the construction industry is lacking and
slowing down the developments.
• “The people who make decisions do not know anything about the actual
construction.” (Private Interview).
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Understanding the user
Personas

Mr. Patrick Public
Owner of public projects
Key information
• 50 years old, married and has teenage kids, works for the city council of Verden.
• Responsible for interacting with government bodies.
• Must “play it nice” at times.
• Goes out to dinner with a lot of important people.
• Lives in a nice house with vintage furniture.
• Vacations in places around the world.
Goal and needs
• Create a safe place for people to visit, with good reviews/reputation from higherups.
• Receive more funds in the future.
• Witness no delays in the construction and quality of the materials/location.
• Utilize the resources efficiently
Problems and challenges
• Projects take more time and cost than expected.
• Strict safety regulations and pressure from politicians and the public.
• Problem to find sustainable building materials and reliable workers.
• City Council can’t change taxes and regulations.
• Conflicts between owner and contractor over the achievement of time, cost and
quality objective.
Options and alternatives
• Talk with other representatives of the city councils.
• Ask a consultancy firm for planning/management.
• Build a team in which he can trust.
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Mr. Olson Owner
Owner of private project
Key information
• 40 years old, divorced.
• Busy schedule.
• Plays golf .
• Owns a corporate real estate firm.
• Lives in a large studio with a lot of new furniture and technology. 
• Located in the suburbs of Munich.
Goal and needs
• Wants to invest money to convert his building into a zero-energy housing building.
• Generate the maximum profit out of the building. 
• Know the exact date of completion of projects.
• Quality assurance from suppliers. 
• A team with a shared vision.
Problems and challenges
• Incorrect budget estimation leads to project delays. 
• High taxes due to renewable energy (storage batteries).
• Prices for materials are skyrocketing.
• Lack and low quality of materials which cause delays in the process.
Options and alternatives
• Invest in other buildings.
• Strong involvement in all stages of a project to ensure transparency, security and
trust from his side.
• Legal actions against the workers. 
• Fighting with / Standing up to the Planner/Contractor.
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Mr. Phoebe Planner
Responsible for design and project planning
Key information
• 37 years, studied abroad Architecture and Project Management. She is married.
• She is very open-minded, enthusiastic and has an outgoing personality.
• She is very athletic, enjoys biking and hiking.
• She is thrilled by sustainability and green infrastructure.
• Located in Ulm, Germany.
Goal and needs
• Her main goal is to work and develop efficient and effective design strategies that
aid sustainability.
• Create networks that create empowering projects for the community. 
• Add innovative processes and tools to have good management of a project especially
in time and cost.
Problems and challenges
• Weak time management and budget constraints.
• Not able to find a team with the same mindset and visions.
• Adapt to the regulations and limitations.
• Get trust from the municipal authorities and employees when having new ideas.
• Deal with gender inequality.
Options and alternatives
• Face and challenge regulations to achieve her goals.
• Set the right team with the same vision, ambitions and mindset.
• Use the IPD and Last planner system.
• Include market consultations for a broader overview of possibilities.
• Involve suppliers in the planning process to achieve a circular design.
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Mr. Cody Contractor
Engineer. Construction expert
Key information
• 45 years old, married with 2 kids, lives in a big house with pool and big patio.
• Conservative lifestyle.
• Has 20 years of experience in the industry.
• Speaks three languages.
• Healthy, but he does not hit the gym.
• Beers after work.
Goal and needs
• Has experienced how exhaustingly chaotic construction projects can be, therefore
he wants a change in the industry.
• Bring new technology.
• Would like to go home less stressed.
• Would like to create a large-scale project.
Problems and challenges
• Budget constraints. Prices for materials are skyrocketing.
• Disorganization.
• No fixed schedules. 
• Less collaboration, less innovation in his company.
• Hierarchical way of working.
Options and alternatives
• Hire someone else to organize/keep track of the working environment.
• Involve in the initial phase of a project.
• Innovation and transformation in his company and team.
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Storymap
Based on our personas - here specifically for Olson Owner - we have developed a
storyboard in which essential factors for an emotionalising story can be found:
Bold Mind Building
The story
One winter evening, Mr. Olson (Owner) stands apologetically by the ‘Old Building’.
The building that was once new, was now abandoned by its users and reeked of
chemical paints. The lack of proper ventilation, environmental care and unsealed
pipelines made the building just a lump of toxic material prone to mold. As he
regretfully goes through the maintenance papers, he is greeted by a designer Phoebe
Planner, who offers him an alternative. She proposes to collaboratively take care of a
new project: The Bold Building. As he has seen first-hand the negative consequences
of malpractices and greed, he can now focus on changing the market by giving out a
positive example. Olson, not without dear but with a heart full of hope for the new
possibility, accepts. They decide to refurbish and rebuild the previous building and to
change its construction, hoping to get a new outcome. Together with Phoebe, he got in
touch with other people who believed in the possibility of innovation.
Purpose
Olson and Phoebe embark on the project intending to create a CO2 positive building,
reusing the existing materials and existing structure in the site, using circular
economy (C2C) to refurbish the building and making it a safe environment. They also
want to enhance the communication between all stakeholders and want to engage all
stakeholders from the very beginning, as communication is the baseline to efficiency,
effective and fun collaboration!
Key message
Innovative projects start from the vision and the correct mindset!
Need to change the standard way of construction and communication to reduce the
emissions affecting climate change and increase safety indoors.
Effect
Guilt, curiosity, consideration for the environment, momentum for change, selfrealization. The vibe of confidence, openness and willingness to learn. Scrum values:
Focus, Respect, Openness, Courage and Commitment.
Audience
Their idea has the scope of reaching not only the private clients - investors, future
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users and old construction companies (parties that require a mindset change), but
also to set an example for the city council so that its architects and projects can be
inspired by Bold Mind Building.
Let’s become a sustainability trendsetter/let’s be the Steve Jobs under the politicians,
construction companies, planners...!
Call for action
Company website.
Networking platform that allows stakeholders to connect, share and suggest!
Comic to create awareness and knowledge that can reach not only professionals but
also users. The demand also needs a change in their mindset!
Main goal
Olson Owner wants to inspire a shift in the entire city’s construction and urban
planning. But he also wants to show others that no matter the hardship, failed plans,
stress due to unforeseen circumstances, it is still possible to get back on your feet
and create value. He wants to make such a shift that will make cities liveable, more
equal and where ideas flourish thanks to harmonious cooperation, as he has seen the
face of the “fast and cheap” medal. His final goal would be for more projects like this
would become the norm in cities. He wants to improve communication between all
stakeholders to create a collaborative environment, and make people feel that they
create VALUE!
Next steps
• Sharing his successful story/networking so others can do it too.
• Push politicians to implement other subsidies to innovative projects.
• Reach out to the international market.
• Push for more projects like this in his city (spread awareness about the need for
environmentally friendly buildings and agile construction methods).
• Find real partners. Start a network creation!
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IDEATING
User-centred solutions
This will increase demand for sustainble
development amongst the users

Training Programs, workshops
and interactive activities

By learning the benefits about agile ways of
working and sustainabilty Investors will be
more keen in investing on such projects

Digital inventory of
successful case studies

Build awareness about climate
crisis and need of sustainable
infrastructure at academic level
and across fields

Ideas to increase awareness

Lack of understanding about the benefits

AGILE WAYS

Ideas to tackle issues of
Money
Mindset
Mastery
Ministry

SUSTAINABILITY

Lack of knowledge and expertise about the topic

Training Programs and Collaborations
Introduce lean and agile
methodologies in the training
programs of the employees.

Digital Platform to connect & network 
Create a digital catalogue to connect
with the suppliers and developers of
sustainable services

This will help in smooth functioning of the
project and ease in implementaion of sustainable
projects.
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PROTOTYPING
Storytelling
What if we could work with stakeholders with the right mindset and money? Would
regulations matter? The story map is showed in this comic! The aim of this comic is to
create awareness of our main findings! Based on a best-case scenario. The idea behind
this is to share and catch the attention of potential partners, stakeholders, and people
willing to work towards better and more liveable cities!
We are sure that there are many people like Olson Owner or Phoebe Planner trying
their best to find and create the right team with the same mindset. We just need to
connect them!
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Developed in canva.com
Find the video of the comic at this link
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Website
Collaboration, connectivity, network, awareness. These are a few of the needs that we
are willing to facilitate towards a more connected community.
Experts, lean trainers, academia, industries, suppliers, lean and agile teams,
policymakers, climate protection managers, etc. A portal to find guidance and answer
all the doubts to reduce the fears that making something new could cause.
Is it about finding people with the same mindset? Yes! But also to share what is learned
through this journey. More than ever, people need to get together and work together in
an agile way towards better, healthier, and greener cities.
It can be further developed! At the moment, it is just a prototype that can be adapted to
test the real world! This website is meant for that.
Take a look at the following link
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Handbook
This handbook is an open door! Through the Design Thinking process, we collected
many inputs and ideas with a shared vision: How might we contribute to the
sustainability of construction projects through agile ways of working?
We can plan the next steps from this collection of learnings, insights, ideas, and shared
knowledge! Let’s test it!
How? When? Why? with Whom? Is time to test, to engage others, to show that the 4Ms
could change the game in the construction industry! Awareness is the first step, find the
correct partners and having this handbook as a base map in which we can come back
and take a look when needed, it will facilitate the process and become the foundation
for the next prototypes.
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Instead of money,
sustainability,
technology
and innovation
should rule the
world of real
estate”. 
Paul Dudda
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INDEX
Lean and the academia
Lean construction
• Hochschule für Technik Stuttgart – Course provided by Prof.Dr. Nesenhon
• Karlsruhe Instituts fur Technologie (KIT) – Construction Management Division,
Research Group lead by Prof. Dr.-Ing. Dipl. –kfm. Shervin Haghsheno
• Technische Universität Hamburg – lecture Lean Construction provided by Mr.
Theo Herzog 
• University of Cologne – lecture of Construction Management
• Hochschule fur Technik und Wirtschaft Berlin – Lean Management Master Course
• Lean Construction Akademie Deutschland – Private course lead by Prof. Dr.
Alexander Lange
• TU Graz – Master Degree, Lean management in civil engineering “lean
baumanagement” (Austria)
• University of Stuttgart – Publications (https://www.ibl.uni-Stuttgart.de/
forschung/publikationen/veroeffentlichungen-am-ibl/)
• ETH – Innovative and Industrial Construction – course provided by Prof.Dr. Hall
(Switzerland)
Lean philosophy
•
•
•
•

University of Bern- Lean Start-Up Course provided by Dr. Jan Brinckmann
Hochschule für Technik Und Wirtschaft Berlin Lean Management- Master Course
Lean Operations Management ,Donau University Krems
Lean Management & Kaizen Practitioner - certification, Deggendorf Institute of
Technology
• “Six sigma” methodology courses offered by TU Munich, Düsseldorf,Deggendorf
Institute of Technology, Academy of Aachen, Albstadt-Sigmaringen University, USI
(Switzerland)
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Survey results
We had distributed through contacts and social media four different surveys: one for
policymakers, one for construction companies and two for planners, one for planners
in Germany, and one for planners around the world.
The response that we received was lower than expected; therefore, we assumed that
this could happen for three main reasons:
• Survey launched in holiday times.
• People are not interested in the topic.
• There is no too much awareness of the topic.
Regardless of this, we consider it is essential to keep these surveys as a base for further
possible surveys, and you can reproduce the questions.
Planners
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Interestingly communication, for instance, seems to be a popular area of improvement,
and so is the awareness and knowledge about sustainability in the field. But only three
people said that agile methods should be increasingly implemented. We also found
out that a large percentage of respondents, when asked about their worries regarding
lean or agile methods, responded that they have never heard about them!
Four out of eight planners/architects who responded to that question never heard
of it. However, implementing agile methods would lead to an increase in active
communication and sustainability! There seems to be a knowledge gap here, and
planners do not seem to be aware that implementing agile methods would help them
fix the other problems.
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Additionally, when asked in which phase of a project the listed methods or tools
are being implemented, the respondents said the techniques are used in the preplanning, design, and construction but not during the implementation planning
(Ausführungsplanung). This is peculiar because implementation planning is the phase
where there is much room to speak about how the construction project and process
will go about, so there is a lot of potential for these tools to be used.
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To find the complete survey results follow these links:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/results/SM-8N9JB2TD9/
https://www.surveymonkey.com/results/SM-QXBHN2TD9/
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Policymakers

For this question, someone also commented on citizens and politicians!
Interestingly, when asked which actors try to raise awareness regarding sustainable
construction practices, the answers were architects and owners. So within the
community of architects and owners, the opinions and practices seem to be very
split. Some are very adherent to the status quo, while others are progressive. This
information shows us how much a project depends on the individual people involved
and their mindset.
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To find the complete survey results follow this link:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/results/SM-DCXHB2TD9/

Construction companies
We got only one response from construction companies. Nevertheless, it is essential
to keep the formulated questions for future surveys and interventions regarding this
topic!
To find the complete survey results follow this link:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/results/SM-RMZ632TD9/
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Network
NEST Building Managing Director
reto.largo@empa.ch
Venlo City Hall Project Manager
michel@c2cexpolab.eu
President of the European Federation of Green Roof Associations (EFB)
dusty@dustygedge.co.uk
Lean Construction Profess
gballard@berkeley.edu
CEO DES GmbH
pd@des.de
Awatree
d.brand@awatree.com
Ueberseeinsel
t.werner@ueberseeinsel.de
Climate Protection Manager
lisa.pischke@verden.de
Architects4future
kooperation@architects4future.de
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Sources
• IotaComm & British-Assessment-Bureau insigths
• Data source: UNEP-2020 GLOBAL STATUS REPORT FOR BUILDINGS AND
CONSTRUCTION
• Data source : www.worldgbc.org/
• www.dgnb-system.de / www.usgbc.org
• architects4future.de
• http://www.c2c-centre.com/sites/default/files/Case%20Study%20City%20
Hall%20Venlo_Final_1.pdf
• https://www.empa.ch/web/nest/aboutnest
• https://www.ueberseeinsel.de/
• Data source: https://leanconstructionblog.com/
• IPD: Integrierte Projektabwicklung und ihre Vorteile
• Emmitt, S. E., Sander, D. S., & Christoffersen, A. C. (2005). THE VALUE UNIVERSE:
DEFINING a VALUE BASED APPROACH TO LEAN CONSTRUCTION. Semantic
Scholar.
Published.
https://iglcstorage.blob.core.windows.net/papers/
attachment-d9e76cc3-8e3a-4f64-80f4-0bd3cfb93263.pdf
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Glossary
World GBC: World Green Building Council
AGILE: Agile working is a way of working in which an organisation empowers its
people to work where, when and how they choose – with maximum flexibility and
minimum constraints – to optimise their performance and to do their best work
IPD: Is a project delivery approach that integrates people, systems, business structures
and practices into a process that collaboratively harnesses the talents and insights of
all participants to optimize project results, increase value to the owner, reduce waste,
and maximize efficiency through all phase of design, fabrication, and construction.
4M: It refers to our main insights summary, Mindset, Money, Ministries, and Mastery,
4 words in constant repetition during our interviews and research. The 4 main
challenges that the construction industry has to face to become more sustainable and
efficient.
PROTOTYPING: A prototype is a simple experimental model of a proposed
solution used to test or validate ideas, design assumptions and other aspects of its
conceptualisation quickly and cheaply, so that the designer/s involved can make
appropriate refinements or possible changes in direction.
GEG: German Energy Act for Buildings
KAIZAN EVENTS: Kaizen events are traditionally short-term brainstorming and
implementation sessions intended to improve an existing process. Employees,
managers and even C-level owners get together to map out existing processes, discuss
ways these processes can be improved and determine action items within the scope
of the operators.
LC: Lean Construction
BIM: Building Integrated Modelling
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“The beginning
of the
transformation
has to happen
in people’s
mindset.”
Thomas Baer
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And now what? Let’s share, collaborate and find the people with
the right mindset!
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contact@q-lab-thinking.com

